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Abstract

Large control centers, as needed in road traffic, typically manage highly dynamic environments. They process
vast amounts of information from heterogeneous data sources about a large number of real-world objects,
which are anchored in time and space. In such systems, human operators are vulnerable to information
overload and, thus, may fail to be aware of the overall meaning of available information and its implications.
With BeAware, we propose a software framework that supports the development of situation awareness
applications for control centers. The contribution of this paper is twofold: First, we integrate existing
ontologies with spatio-temporal reasoning concepts, focusing on extensibility. We introduce meta-modeling
concepts that allow us to assess and project situations and actions using semantic web technology. Second,
we compare the runtime performance of the situation comprehension capabilities of a generic, ontology-
driven implementation and a domain-specific relational-database-backed implementation, and discuss the
strengths and shortcomings of each approach.
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1. Introduction

Large control centers—as needed in domains such
as road traffic management or air traffic control—
manage geographically large environments that are
only partially observable and highly dynamic. Such
systems provide a vast and steadily increasing
amount of information from heterogeneous sources
about a large number of real-world objects, which
are anchored in time and space. On the basis of this
information, human operators must initiate appro-
priate actions to ensure smooth functioning of the
environment to be controlled.
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A common problem in control centers is that hu-
man operators are at permanent risk of informa-
tion overload—or as stated by Naisbitt [1] “we are
drowning in information but starving for knowl-
edge”. This information overload entails a lack of
awareness of the overall meaning and implications
of the available information, not least because of
insufficient system support. This endangers an op-
erator’s ability to respond to critical situations with
potentially serious consequences.

To illustrate the challenges we intend to tackle,
we briefly introduce road traffic as our demonstra-
tion domain. Let us suppose that an accident on
a highway causes a traffic jam. A human operator
would typically react to this situation by opening
the emergency lane, which bypasses the accident
and prevents the traffic jam from growing further.
Unless the operator consults other sources, he/she
might not be aware of facts that further aggravate
the situation: e. g., a nearby football game is about
to end and the spectators cannot use the usual route
to avoid the traffic jam due to road maintenance.
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Practice has shown that such critical situations
are encountered frequently. On Austrian high-
ways, which span around 2,200 km of roads, approx-
imately 5,000 traffic incidents are recorded every
day. Incident data is both automatically generated
(e. g., traffic flow detectors) and manually reported,
and thus highly dynamic and vague. This en-
tails that qualitative knowledge representation ap-
proaches, such as ontologies, are often better suited
than quantitative ones [2, 3]. Existing ontologies
(e. g., [4, 5]) focus on specific aspects of situation
awareness, and hence, their concepts must be in-
tegrated. Even then, current traffic management
systems scarcely support human operators in such
scenarios [6]. In summary, the problems are: (i)
high effort of keeping track of evolution in multiple
sources; (ii) failure to recognize critical situations
in time; (iii) inability to anticipate emerging situa-
tions; (iv), risk of initiating incorrect actions.

With the software framework BeAware, we pro-
pose technical concepts that support the develop-
ment of situation awareness (SAW) applications for
control centers. We aim for on an extended SAW
model including resolution [7] by proposing actions.
Although it is the ultimate goal of such applications
to increase situation awareness of human operators
according to Endsley’s definition [8]—which com-
prises the perception of the elements in the environ-
ment, the comprehension of the current situation,
and the projection of future states—it must be em-
phasized that BeAware takes only a first step in this
direction with a software framework for SAW appli-
cations and does not yet manage situation control.

Summary of contributions. The contribution
of this paper is twofold: First, we propose to inte-
grate existing ontologies with spatio-temporal rea-
soning concepts, with a focus on extensibility with
domain-specific knowledge. The resulting ontology
consists of multiple modules and introduces meta-
modeling concepts, which allow situation projection
and action assessment using semantic web technol-
ogy. We illustrate the application of the framework
with examples from road traffic management. Sec-
ond, we present a runtime performance comparison
regarding the situation comprehension capabilities
of a generic, ontology-driven implementation and
a domain-specific relational-database implementa-
tion, and discuss the strengths and shortcomings of
each approach. The real-world traffic data for this
comparison was obtained while applying BeAware
in the course of our research project Collaborative
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Figure 1: Key components and extension points

Situation Awareness (CSI1).
Structure of the paper. The next section gives
an overview of the BeAware framework. Sections 3–
5 describe challenges, related work, ontology mod-
ules, and components for each of Endsley’s levels of
SAW. Section 6 describes the prototypical imple-
mentations; their performance is evaluated in Sec-
tion 7. Section 8 concludes with future work.

2. BeAware at a Glance

This section gives an overview of the BeAware
framework and the qualitative knowledge aligned to
the three levels of situation awareness according to
Endsley [8]. It introduces meta-modeling concepts
that are central modeling elements throughout the
paper. Note, that although our domain is traffic
control, we primarily target decisions of human op-
erators in control centers, not yet real-time control.
The underlying ontology of BeAware is split into
modules (each in a dedicated file) to support con-
current development.

1 csi.situation-awareness.net
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Table 1: Employed dl constructs (definitions from [9]) and their owl and uml notation

Family Syntax Name OWL construct UML construct

T-Box Axioms
AL C Atomic concept owl:Class

>,⊥ Top, bottom concept owl:Thing, owl:Nothing
ALC ¬ C Concept negation owl:complementOf

C≡ D Concept equivalence owl:equivalentClass Class note (constraint {equivalent})
C u D Concept intersection owl:intersectionOf (and)
C t D Concept union owl:unionOf (or)
R Atomic role owl:objectProperty Association
∃R.C Existential quantifier owl:someValuesFrom Class note with OCL constraint
∀R.C Universal quantifier owl:allValuesFrom Class note with OCL constraint

I R− Inverse role owl:inverseOf Association note (constraint {inverse})
O ∃R.{a} Exist. nominal quantifier owl:hasValue Note on class with OCL constraint
Q ≤ n.R.C Qualified number restriction owl:maxCardinality Multiplicity

C v D Concept inclusion Generalization Generalization
R R ◦ S v T Role composition owl:ObjectPropertyChain Derived association

A-Box Axioms
C(a) Concept assertion rdfs:type Object
R(a,b) Role assertion Object association

2.1. Architecture and Ontology Modules

As depicted in Figure 1, the components of the
perception subsystem map domain information—
provided by adaptors (1)—to core ontology mod-
ules (2). They also eliminate duplicate objects and
actions (duplicate detector), and ensure a uniform
time scale (history sorter). The framework further-
more assumes that an application provides a uni-
form spatial representation (e. g., a road network
graph); it is the responsibility of the adaptors to
map the internal representation of a data source
to the uniform representation and of the domain
mappers to ground that uniform representation in
the core ontology. Further details can be found in
[10, 11]. Based on their results, the comprehen-
sion system’s situation assessor (3) detects current
situations, which are the basis for (i) the action as-
sessor to suggest appropriate actions, and (ii) the
situation projector (4) to project future situations.
These projections drive the action planner to search
pro-actively for actions mitigating undesired situa-
tions. The potential consequences of taking actions
are then highlighted by the impact projector. Pro-
jection is closed by a feedback loop to the situation
projector, which allows for projections to be com-
puted recursively. The framework is configured (5)
in terms of ontology extensions and rules.

In the architecture, we especially aimed for an
extended SAW model including resolution [7] (i. e.,
awareness about actions). Resolution stretches over
Endsley’s levels of SAW to incorporate the view of
Boyd’s OODA loop [12]: observe (cf. perception),

orient (cf. comprehension: action assessment), de-
cide (projection: action planning and projection),
and act (human operator initiates action).

The ontology modules provided by BeAware are
expressed in description logics (DL) and for pre-
sentation as UML class diagrams. These modules
are extensions of our previous road traffic manage-
ment ontology [6] with respect to actions, exten-
sibility with spatial and temporal modules, meta-
modeling, situation projection, and formal defini-
tion in the description logic SROIQ (i. e., OWL 2).
We address extension points that allow developers
to configure BeAware with a vocabulary familiar to
human operators in their application domain. Such
extensions are integrated by inheriting from or re-
ferring to concepts of the ontology of BeAware, and
become active when loaded in the same triple store
or reasoner. As usual, we distinguish between con-
cepts C and roles R to describe the structure of the
world in a terminological box (T-Box), and asser-
tions thereof (C(a) and R(a,b)) to describe individ-
ual objects and their relationships in an assertional
box (A-Box). In subsequent sections, we use the
syntax of Table 1, and give extension examples from
road traffic control.

2.2. DL-safe Meta-Modeling

Many concepts in spatio-temporal reasoning and
action formalizations are expressed between classes
(e. g., composition tables of Allen’s interval alge-
bra [13], conceptual neighborhood between rela-
tions [14], and applicability and effects of actions
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Figure 2: Meta-modeling example.

[15]). In order to allow statements about all in-
stances of a class, we introduce a meta-modeling
approach, which is used throughout this paper.

A common practice in conceptual modeling that
is also applied in OWL is to define the general
structure of concepts as classes (T-Box, model
level M1) and the state of the world in terms
of individuals (instances of classes) in an ontol-
ogy (A-Box, instance level M0). OWL Full al-
lows making statements about classes, but—due to
its undecidability—no efficient reasoner exists [16].
We therefore include a meta-modeling approach ex-
pressed in OWL DL using DL-safe rules, which en-
ables statements similar to the contextual seman-
tics proposed in [17] (which are decidable and in-
cluded in OWL 2 [18]). Figure 2 exemplifies this
meta-modeling approach using relation types.

An additional meta-model level M2 is added con-
ceptually on top of M0 and M1 (but in terms of im-
plementation comprises statements in both T- and
A-Box). M2 provides concepts for making state-
ments about classes. In Figure 2, MetaRelation
(i. e., the class of all relation types) has neighboring
relation types and necessary conditions that must
be fulfilled, cf. MetaCharacteristic (i. e., the class of
all types of characteristics). M1 consists of classes
(e. g., ProperPart); in order to relate these classes to
each other using object properties, each is accompa-
nied by an instance of an M2 class (e. g., properPart-
Type, which is an instance of MetaRelation). Asso-

ciations between M0 individuals and M1 classes are
inferred from asserted associations to instances of
M2 classes, as shown for ProperPart in Example 1.

Example 1. ProperPart is the class of all individu-
als that are in a linguisticInstanceOf association with
a MetaRelation named “ProperPart”, cf. (1).

ProperPart v ∃linguisticInstanceOf.

(MetaRelation u ∃name.{“ProperPart”})
(1)

Associations between classes are specified on M1
(e. g., properPartType has equalsType as neighbor).
Rules, as in Example 2, derive knowledge on M0.

Example 2. Instance r’ of equalsType is forecast
as successor of r, because r is in a meta::linguistic-
InstanceOf association with properPartType, which
equalsType is known to be a neighbor of, cf. (2).

Relation(r) ∧ linguisticInstanceOf(r, t)

∧hasNeighbor(t, t′) ⊃ linguistic−
InstanceOf(r′, t′) ∧ forecast(r, r′)

(2)

In the following sections, we take a closer look
at the conceptual details and the configurability of
components and extensibility of ontology modules.

3. The Perception Layer

The main tasks of the perception layer are (i) to
integrate information from heterogeneous sources,
and (ii) to track evolution within those sources.
Integration of heterogeneous data sources.
Large-scale control centers typically need to inte-
grate information from multiple data sources, which
are often characterized by heterogeneous formats
and may contain identical, incomplete, and often
even contradictory information [19]. Thus, not only
must structural heterogeneities be resolved at the
schema level, the data itself must be fused into
a consistent form at the instance level. In this
context the challenges are (i) to provide domain-
independent concepts accompanied by duplicate de-
tection and data fusion components, and (ii) to
define extension points for domain-dependent in-
formation about objects (e. g., of type TrafficJam),
their intrinsic attributes (e. g., length), and actions
(e. g., of type OpenEmergencyLane). It is especially
important to represent actions as first-class citizens
in the ontology, since actions that coincide with cer-
tain objects may characterize situations.
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Table 2: Summary of perception-level-related work
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Structural heterogeneity
Extensible object types X X
Spatio-temporal attributes X X X X X
Extensible attributes X X X X X X X X
Extensible action types X X X X X X X X
Actions as objects X

Detect duplicate entries
Qualitative rule-based
Similarity-based X X
Spatio-temporal Not applicable X

Fuse duplicate entries
Fusion strategies X
Extensible fusion strategies X

Object evolution
Extensible event types X X X X X X X X
Event effect modeling X X X X X X
Reconstructs object histories

Tracking object evolution. Real-world objects
undergo evolution in the form of observable events,
which affect their attributes (e. g., a traffic jam may
grow when an accident occurs, shrink when the ac-
cident has been cleared, and finally dissolve). These
events (e. g., accident occurs) and their effects on
attributes (e. g., grow) are observed in a discrete
manner, and may therefore be recorded across data
sources in varying sequences and granularities. For
example, traffic jam detectors may report accurate
values every five minutes, whereas drivers may re-
port incidents infrequently and less accurately, but
also at sensor-less locations. Another challenge,
therefore, is to develop components to reconstruct
object histories and appropriate valid times.

3.1. Related Work

Table 2 summarizes related work on the per-
ception level, w.r.t. the challenges listed above.
Concerning domain-independent abstractions of
objects and attributes, research on context aware-
ness, such as SOUPA [20] and CONON [21] intro-
duce upper ontologies for context awareness, and
thus already clarify core terms from an ontological
viewpoint, which are re-used in our ontology (cf.
[34] and [35] for surveys on context models). In
BeAware, we complement these core concepts with
extension points for domain knowledge.

However, context awareness research has not yet
particularly focused on representing actions. We
therefore investigate actions from a workflow per-
spective: Current workflow modeling languages and
standards either provide only limited context in-
formation support (e. g., CAWE [22], or CA work-
flows [23]), or do not adequately decouple work-
flow from context modeling [36], often using pro-
prietary languages such as uWDL [25], or CPDL
[24]. Moreover, workflow instances themselves have
not yet been recognized as beneficial context enti-
ties, although meta-models and ontologies for de-
scribing workflows exist [37]. Interesting ideas for
action ontologies can also be found in the areas
of automated planning and recommender systems.
Examples of the former are PLANET(-COA) [27],
the planning ontology [26], and SOUPA [4], which
proposes the concepts “actor” and “time” to de-
scribe the point in time at which an action has
been performed and by whom. In the field of rec-
ommender systems (e. g., SNAP [28]) the concept
“causes”, which indicates action effects, has been
proposed. Considering the wide variety of avail-
able workflow (and other action) specification ap-
proaches, BeAware again concentrates on providing
necessary extension points, and integration of ob-
jects with actions.

Concerning duplicate detection and data fusion,
a recent survey [30] focuses on semantic similarity
of geospatial data, thereby emphasizing the impor-
tance of appropriate similarity measures for differ-
ent spatial representation models. However, many
existing similarity measures are restricted to topo-
logical and distance aspects of relations between
lines and regions, and do not combine these mea-
sures to duplicate detection rules in component im-
plementations. With respect to duplicate detec-
tion and data fusion, relevant approaches can be
found in the data engineering domain: DogmatiX
[31] fuses duplicates in XML; HumMer [33] imple-
ments generic fusion strategies and operators [32].
Current methods, however, do not consider all char-
acteristics of situation awareness, such as the qual-
itative nature of spatio-temporal information as re-
vealed by our previous work [38]. In principle, data
mining and clustering techniques are applicable to
duplicate detection too, but fall short of supporting
spatio-temporal concepts as well [39].

3.2. Perception Ontology Module

To provide a uniform representation of relevant
concepts found in various domains, as discussed in
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Figure 3: Core object and action ontology module.

the previous section, we have developed a core ob-
ject and action ontology module for capturing basic
information about objects and actions. This core
module reflects and combines various ontologies and
approaches from context- and situation awareness
research [40]. It provides the relevant temporal
and spatial concepts for our assessment algorithms.
Since temporal and spatial aspects are central to
enable comprehension and projection, BeAware not
only references an existing temporal and spatial on-
tology in the core perception ontology module that
can be used out-of-the box if appropriate, but also
provides extension points for temporal and spatial
ontologies to customize those aspects. Domain-
specific extensions, for instance for road mainte-
nance information, traffic sensor information, or
traffic control actions, specify the vocabulary for
describing relevant information about objects and
their attributes. This domain vocabulary extends
the core object and action module, and is specified
by domain experts during the configuration phase
of an application.

Figure 3 summarizes a subset of the perception
module sufficient to support the discussion in this
section. In order to exemplify the integration with
existing ontologies, below we list sample mappings
to the Situation Theory Ontology STO [5] (pre-
fix sto:), CONON [21] (prefix conon:), and SOUPA
[20] (prefix soupa:). Alignment can be performed in
both directions: (i) our concepts subclass existing
ontologies, which would allow for re-use of existing
algorithms on our A-Box, and (ii) subclasses of our
concepts refer to existing ontologies, which would
allow our algorithms to work on other A-Boxes.

Objects—akin to SpatialTemporalThings in
SOUPA and Individuals in STO—have attributes,
such as their location in a spatial region and their
lifespan2 in terms of a temporal period, cf. (3).

2 Lifespans resemble the temporal database concept valid
time [41].

They are thus a union of what is considered either
an object or an event in other ontologies.

Object v sto:Individual

u soupa:SpatialTemporalThing

Object ≡ ∃hasAttribute.Attribute

Attribute v sto:Attribute

Location v Attribute u conon:Location

u soupa:SpatialThing

Location ≡ ∃hasValue.SpatialRegion

u ≤ 1.hasValue.SpatialRegion

Lifespan v Attribute

Lifespan ≡ ∃hasValue.TemporalPeriod

u ≤ 1.hasValue.TemporalPeriod

(3)

Of course, locations and lifespans are disjoint
(Location u Lifespan ≡ ⊥), and both are unique in
terms of the underlying spatial or temporal region.
Evolution of attribute values over time is captured
by listing previous states, thus creating a temporal
sequence; not every attribute necessarily has such a
previous state (Attribute w previousState.Attribute).

By introducing STOIndividual as a subclass of ob-
ject, which refers to an sto:Individual3, existing STO
A-Boxes could be aligned with our ontology, cf. (4).

STOIndividual v Object

STOIndividual ≡ ∃refersTo.sto:Individual
(4)

Actions are described by procedures and result
in events4, cf. (5). Events are instantaneous
(Event v ∃at.time:Instant), spaceless (Event u
∃hasAttribute.Location ≡ ⊥), and affect attributes;
thus, they differ from SOUPA.

Action v Object u soupa:Action

Action v ∃describedBy.Procedure

u ∃resultsIn.Event

(5)

By reifying actions as objects, our assessment and
projection components not only work with observed
objects, but also with actions taken by an operator.
We use the term Action only for ones that can be
initiated in our system. Thus, there are examples

3 Of course, one would also need to align attributes, re-
lations, and so forth in that manner. 4 Events capture
meta-information, such as the temporal database concept
transaction times [41].
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of objects that might be considered actions (e. g.,
roadworks, which are scheduled through another
system and only observed in BeAware).

Temporal, spatial, and action extension
points. In order to choose from or extend the set of
provided spatial, temporal, and action modules, we
generalize the approach outlined by Bateman and
Farrar in their spatial ontologies survey [42] to ac-
commodate temporal and action ontologies as well.
In particular, objects themselves do not constitute
space; rather, they are located at spatial regions
to disambiguate statements about space. Without
explicit spatial regions (e. g., as in SUMO [43]), “be-
ing a proper part of a tunnel” is ambiguous: do we
refer to a composition of a tunnel and its parts, or
state that an otherwise unrelated object resides in-
side the spatial region occupied by the tunnel? In
our ontology, a “brick being a proper part of a tun-
nel” represents the former case, whereas a “car’s
region being a proper part of a tunnel’s region” de-
scribes the latter. Likewise, objects are decoupled
from temporal periods and procedures. The con-
cepts SpatialRegion, TemporalPeriod, and Procedure
(depicted in Figure 3) serve as extension points for
concrete concepts.

Below, we take a closer look at how to extend
the object module with a sample spatial graph mod-
ule, depicted in Figure 4, which generalizes concepts
from road traffic control (e. g., nodes represent junc-
tions, edges the roads connecting them). In other
domains, different modules may be required, such
as geographic coordinates in air traffic control. For
defining the graph extension, we derive GraphRe-
gion from SpatialRegion. We re-use an existing on-
tology [44] (prefix g:), which defines a graph as a
non-empty set of nodes connected by edges, cf. (6).

GraphRegion v SpatialRegion

GraphRegion ≡ ∃describedBy.g:Graph

g:Graph ≡ ∃hasNode.g:Node

g:Edge ≡ ∃hasSource.g:Node

u ∃hasTarget.g:Node

(6)

In addition, such a graph region may be oriented,
meaning that it occupies a path within the graph
(OrientedGraphRegion v GraphRegion u g:Path).
This path spans the edges from a start node to an
end node, as depicted in Figure 4.

The spatial concepts presented so far are still
domain-independent; developers may integrate ad-
ditional characteristics of their domain—for in-
stance, road names as path labels or edge lengths—
by deriving from the concepts in the graph mod-
ule, thereby anchoring them in another domain-
dependent spatial module. For example, the road
network type Junction provides additional informa-
tion for Nodes, such as the corresponding highway
(onRoad) or the distance to the beginning of a route
(atKm). Subclasses of Edge (e. g., road elements)
and Graph (e. g., a highway) may define domain con-
cepts more precisely. For deriving situations with
a spatial extension, relation interpretations (e. g.,
meaning of “very far” in a graph) must be supplied,
as discussed in Section 4.

The temporal extension is based on OWL time
[45] (prefix time:) with proper intervals as temporal
periods whose beginnings and ends differ, cf. (7).

ProperInterval v TemporalPeriod

u time:ProperInterval
(7)

In the case of action modules, a multitude of
modeling possibilities and requirements from differ-
ent domains open up, ranging from single actions to
complete workflows (e. g.YAWL [46]). We decided
in favor of Petri Nets, because they are backed by
quite a large community as workflow language (e. g.,
the semantics of UML activity diagrams, or specific
workflow definition languages, such as YAWL [46]).
BeAware includes the Petri net ontology of Gašević
and Devedžić [47] (prefix ptn:) as action extension,
as defined in (8).

In the module, a Petri net consists of two kinds of
model elements. Arcs, which specify workflow exe-
cution, connect two distinct kinds of nodes: places
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Figure 5: Mapping to core object concepts.

represent states in an RTM workflow, whereas tran-
sitions represent workflow tasks such as activating
a message sign or closing a road.

PetriNet v Procedure

PetriNet ≡ ∃refer.ptn:Net

RtmWorkflow v PetriNet

RtmState v ptn:Place

RtmTask v ptn:Transition

ActivateSign t CloseRoad v RtmTask

(8)

3.3. Perception Components

At runtime, application-specific adaptors bridge
structural heterogeneities and stream information
about individuals from heterogeneous data sources
into domain module A-boxes. Adaptors can provide
an initial assessment of the confidence or uncer-
tainty of the provided information (e. g., on the ba-
sis of the trustworthiness of the data source). The
domain mappers of BeAware then allow domain
concepts and individuals to be aligned with the
core modules, thus keeping component implemen-
tations independent of domain-specific information.
For this purpose, domain mappers are configured
with declarative mapping definitions, which are ex-
pressed in terms of mapping operators that resolve
structural heterogeneities. In addition to simple ho-
mogeneous operators (such as class-to-class [48]),
we provide operators for extending modules with
additional concepts and new individuals. These
operators are based on research in heterogeneous
mappings (e. g., property-to-class), mapping alge-
bras [49], and design patterns for ontology align-
ment [50].

Figure 5 shows a sample mapping—which
uses class-to-class, class-to-multi-class, property-
to-class, and property-to-multi-class operators—

between concepts in the road traffic management
domain and the object module. Mapping opera-
tors are, however, not the focus of this paper; more
details on possible heterogeneities and mapping op-
erators to resolve them can be found in [51, 52].

Duplicate detection and data fusion. While
structural heterogeneities on the schema level are
resolved by the domain mapper as pointed out
above, the data itself must be fused into a single
consistent form at the instance level. Duplicate de-
tection methods are key to exploring whether infor-
mation with, e. g., different origins or observation
times relate to one and the same real-world object.
Duplicate information items about a particular ob-
ject can increase the confidence if they agree, or
lower the confidence if they disagree.

We envision a twofold approach to duplicate de-
tection: (i) domain experts can express their knowl-
edge to detect identical information using rules
(e. g., two objects are duplicates, if a relation of
type Equal holds between their spatial regions); (ii)
incomplete and contradictory information can be
detected using similarity measured in conceptual
neighborhood graphs (CNGs, [14]). Knowledge of
domain experts and analysis of recorded informa-
tion configure the similarity threshold. BeAware
supports both approaches at an early stage [53, 11].

Reconstructing object histories. To ensure
consistency, duplicates must be fused into one co-
herent view that describes the history of an object
in terms of the chronological evolution of its at-
tribute values. Different data source update se-
quences result in 13 possible update cases (e. g.,
valid times may overlap) according to Allen’s [13]
enumeration of possible relationships between the
valid time of a previous and a current attribute
value, as discussed in our previous work [10]. In
case multiple attribute values are in conflict, we re-
solve them employing data integration strategies,
which can be configured. For example, let us con-
sider information about an object o reported by one
data source, and duplicate information d reported
a bit later by another data source. Let us further
suppose that the duplicate information only covers
a time interval during o (during(d, o)). Using the
strategy “take the information” [32], the newer in-
formation would be used, whereas with the strategy
“trust your friends” [32] only the information from
the more trustworthy data source would be used
later on. A detailed discussion of possible strate-
gies can be found in [32].
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4. The Comprehension Layer

According to Endsley [8], comprehension depends
on the way humans combine and interpret infor-
mation. In Situation Theory [54], this is a “cogni-
tive activity [that] categorizes situations in terms of
objects having attributes and standing in relations
to one another at locations—connected regions of
space-time”. From a technical point of view, the
challenges therefore include implementing efficient
assessment algorithms based on definitions of rela-
tion and situation types for detecting current situ-
ations, and action types for resolving them.
Definition of spatio-temporal relation types.
In Situation Theory, relations are a notion central
to comparing objects from various aspects, such as
space and time. The challenge is to facilitate ap-
plication development with an extensive set of pre-
defined spatio-temporal relation types (e. g., Close
and Before) that are applicable in various domains.
The set of relation types must be extensible and the
interpretation of their meaning configurable. For
instance, in road traffic we define that Close means
“within 1 km”, whereas in other domains, it might
be interpreted as “in the same room”.
Definition of situation types. Another chal-
lenge is to specify rules for detecting situations
from objects and relations between them. For this
purpose, situation assessment must be configurable
with situation types (e. g., TrafficJamCloseToAcci-
dent) and with their accompanying situation type
definitions (e. g., CloseTo(Accident,TrafficJam) ⊃
TrafficJamCloseToAccident). The latter define pre-
conditions on the basis of object types and relation
types met by objects and relations, respectively, for
instantiating a situation type at runtime. Instances
of such assessed situation types must themselves be
reified as objects. This is not only important for
retrieval, but also facilitates re-use and allows de-
velopers to apply functional decomposition in order
to handle complexity at the type level.
Alignment of action and situation types. The
operator must be provided with a viable set of ac-
tions in response to a certain object (e. g., Traffic-
Jam instances can be resolved with the action type
OpenEmergencyLane) or situation (e. g., all actions
applicable in a situation of type TrafficJamClose-
ToAccident). We must consider not only situation-
specific action type definitions (i. e., actions that
must or must not be taken in a particular situa-
tion), but also the more challenging detection of ap-
propriate actions across situations, which deal, for

Table 3: Summary of comprehension-related work
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[6
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]

Spatio-temporal relation types
Pre-defined relation types
Extensible relation types X X X X
Configurable interpretation X

Situation types
Extensible with situation rules X X X X X X X X
Situations as objects X X

Action types
Situation-specific actions X
Cross-situation actions

Assessment
Quantitative-value-derived relations X X X
Rule-based situation assessment X X X X X

instance, with finding actions for situations sharing
objects. For example, a traffic jam instance may
contribute to a situation of type TrafficJamClose-
ToAccident and to another situation of type Traf-
ficJamNearFootballGame. Thus, actions in response
to the first situation may also be applicable for re-
solving the second situation.

4.1. Related Work

Table 3 summarizes related work on the compre-
hension level, w.r.t our challenges listed above. We
build upon the notion of a “situation” as defined
by Barwise and Perry [54] in their well-known Sit-
uation Theory, which emphasizes relations between
objects as the central notion of describing situa-
tions. The information fusion community has iden-
tified such situations as the key solution to informa-
tion overload [56] more than a decade ago. In this
respect, many works are concerned with the pecu-
liarities of particular domains, such as BioPHusion
in the health sector [55] or sensor fusion in military
environments [63]. Generic frameworks are the con-
ceptual architecture for Endsley’s definition of sit-
uation awareness (SA IF [57]), the state-transition
data fusion model (STDF [58]) and systems based
on the JDL data fusion model (JDL IF [56]). Un-
like BeAware, concrete data models, components,
algorithms, and scalability are not their focus.

In the area of semantic-web-based situation
awareness approaches, situations have been recog-
nized as an important instrument for reducing in-
formation overload. Examples include an extension
to the DOLCE infrastructure supporting situations
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Figure 6: Formalization of a situation type defini-
tion on the basis of the core situation concepts.

[59], the situation ontology of SAWA [5, 60], the
situation awareness prototype AKTiveSA [61], and
situations in pervasive computing [62]. Current ap-
proaches, however, do not include relations facili-
tating spatio-temporal reasoning, but put the bur-
den of modeling on application developers defining
rules. Although being very generic, this approach
leads to a number of drawbacks: (i) ontologies and
rules are hard to keep consistent [64]; (ii) model-
ing effort on behalf of the application developer is
increased; (iii) data fusion features, such as object
history reconstruction, are missing; (iv) algorithm
optimization is not being focused on. In BeAware,
we concentrate on integrating well-established re-
lation types from spatio-temporal reasoning, and
on supporting application developers with modeling
concepts for defining relevant types of situations, as
well as on optimization strategies for relation and
situation assessment algorithms.

4.2. Comprehension Ontology Module

The core situation module, which is depicted in
Figure 6, follows the Situation Theory [54]. Hence,
it is compatible with other SAW ontologies, such
as STO [5]. The essential difference is that our ap-
proach is extensible with a wide range of relation
types, which are assessed from object attributes,

*
Relation cardinality

1..*, *, 0..1

object
property

Legend

Core Class

Object
*

isSrcOf *

{inverse}
hasSrc

isTargetOf
{inverse}

*

hasTarget
/isRelatedTo

*

Role 
composition

= isSrcOf    hasTarget

Figure 7: Object property by role composition.

and incorporates relations and situations as first-
class citizens into the ontology. The situation mod-
ule extends the core object module with two main
types. Relation is an abstract concept for integrat-
ing concrete relation types such as PartiallyOverlap-
ping (which is instantiated in case two objects over-
lap partially), whereas Situation integrates concrete
situation types of a domain. Situations are spatio-
temporal (Situation v Object) and connect objects
with relations (Situation ≡ ∃contains.Relation). To
associate further information with relations (e. g.,
valid times), the core situation module represents
them as individuals and only derives object prop-
erties when needed (at the cost of redefined meta-
information of OWL object properties, such as sym-
metry for the type Relation), cf. (9).

Relation v ∃hasSrc.Object

u ∃hasTarget.Object

SymmetricRel v ∃isSymmetric.true

u ∀isSymmetric.true

(9)

Still, relations between objects are derived as ob-
ject properties using role composition. In (10)—
summarized in Figure 7—the composition of a re-
lation’s source object (an instance of Object) and
its target is interpreted as an object property isRe-
latedTo between the relation’s source and target.

hasSrc− ◦ hasTarget v isRelatedTo (10)

Spatio-temporal relations. In Situation Theory,
major emphasis is put on the relations between ob-
jects. The design rationale behind BeAware (cf.
[6] for details), is to re-use the vocabulary and se-
mantics of well-established relation calculi from the
field of spatio-temporal reasoning, such as the Re-
gion Connection Calculus (RCC, [65]), the Oriented
Point Relations Algebra (OPRA, [66]), Cardinal
Directions [67], Distances [68], the Order of Mag-
nitude Calculus [69], Allen’s Time Interval Alge-
bra [13], and Freksa’s Temporal Semi-intervals [70].
Figure 6 shows three sample spatial relation types
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ProperPart (i. e., an object is part of another ob-
ject in spatial terms), PartiallyOverlapping (i. e., one
object’s spatial region overlaps another object’s re-
gion), and SmallerThan integrated within RCC and
the Order of Magnitude Calculus.

In order to detail the meaning of a relation type
in a particular domain, as well as to derive relations
from the attribute values of objects, developers can
provide a relation interpretation for each relation
type. In Example 3, a sample relation interpreta-
tion of the relation type ProperPart is given using a
Horn-like rule: an individual o being a member of
the class C is expressed as C(o), (e. g., Object(o)),
whereas two individuals being related by the object
property P are expressed as P(o,o’) (e. g., hasAt-
tribute(o,l)). These rules use the usual logical con-
nectives for negation (¬), conjunction (∧), disjunc-
tion (∨), and material implication (⊃).

Example 3. An object o—according to the seman-
tics of RCC—is considered to be a proper part of
another object o’, if the location of o is contained
inside the location of o’, which is determined by
comparing their start and end points, cf. (11).

Object(o) ∧ Location(l) ∧ hasAttribute(o, l)

∧ Object(o′) ∧ Location(l′) ∧ hasAttribute(o′, l′)

∧ l.hasStart.atKm > l′.hasStart.atKm

∧ l.hasEnd.atKm < l′.hasEnd.atKm

⊃ProperPart(r) ∧ hasSrc(r, o) ∧ hasTarget(r, o′)
(11)

Note, that the syntax employed in (11) for speci-
fying a Horn-like rule is oversimplified, since in cur-
rent Horn-like rule languages (such as SWRL [71])
it is not possible to use variables in the consequent
of a rule that have not been introduced in its an-
tecedent. To create a new individual, essentially,
one may use a SPARQL template with blank nodes.

In order to define subsumption lattices of relation
types, we define the semantics of a relation type
w.r.t. others in the framework: for example, the re-
lation type ProperPart of RCC obviously subsumes
the relation type SmallerThan. Thus, we may not
only assist developers with consistency checks (e. g.,
issuing a warning if a developer combines Proper-
Part and LargerThan), but also take a shortcut in re-
lation assessment (e. g., when an object is a proper
part of another object, we know that the first ob-
ject is smaller than the second one, even without
checking the interpretation of SmallerThan).

Situation types. Any two real-world objects are,
as described above, in many different relationships
with each other5. However, only a subset of the
potential relation and object combinations are of
interest to an operator (e. g., whether or not a par-
ticular tunnel is older than some bridge might be
irrelevant). A developer can extend the core situ-
ation module to define the relevant situation types
by forming sub-classes of Situation. For example, in
Figure 6, a situation type S is depicted, which rep-
resents a class of situations whose members can be
described informally as “accident in a tunnel caus-
ing a traffic jam” situations.

Such situations (i. e., instances of a situation
type) are identified by the involved objects (i. e., in-
stances of Object) and the relations (i. e., instances
of Relation) among them. Situation type definitions
extend the core situation module to define patterns
for both, as introduced in [6].

Example 4. Following (12), a situation type S
should be instantiated, when (i) an instance of Acci-
dent and an instance of Tunnel satisfy the relation
interpretation of ProperPart (i. e., the accident is
inside the tunnel), and (ii) the same accident and
an instance of TrafficJam satisfy PartiallyOverlap-
ping (i. e., the traffic jam adjoins the accident).

Accident(a) ∧ Tunnel(t) ∧ TrafficJam(j)

∧ isProperPart(a, t) ∧ isPartially−
Overlapping(j, a) ⊃ S(s) ∧ contains(s, a)

∧ contains(s, t) ∧ contains(s, j)

(12)

The process of evaluating such definitions is part
of the assessment described in the next section.

4.3. Comprehension Components

The situation assessor of the comprehension sub-
system finds relations between objects that sat-
isfy relation type interpretations. These relations
are the basis for assessing situations, which subse-
quently can be resolved with actions suggested by
the action assessor.
Situation assessor. In general, situation asses-
sors solve a three-step satisfiability problem—i. e.,
they check which object configurations match sit-
uation type definitions: First, objects are selected

5 Exactly n ·(n−1)/2 pairs among n objects; when relations
are joint exhaustive, the number of relations for each pair is
at least the number of relation calculi.
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according to the situation type definitions. Second,
the selected objects are tested with relation type in-
terpretations to assess relations. This step is time-
consuming (quadratic in the number of objects).
In Section 7 we discuss, how clustering techniques
help to reduce the number of direct object com-
parisons. Finally, an instance of the appropriate
situation type is injected into the A-Box. A confi-
dence measure about a detected situation could be
derived from the contained objects and the bound-
aries of relation types (e. g., lower confidence if the
objects just barely satisfy a relation type). The
worst-case runtime complexity of situation assess-
ment and possible shortcuts are discussed in [72].
Action assessment. Action assessment makes an
operator aware of reactions to current situations.
BeAware provides three strategies: Firstly, it asso-
ciates action types with object types and situation
types; thus, actions are suggested when a corre-
sponding object or situation occurs. As defined in
(13), action assessment suggests for any object o a
particular action a of type ta, which is known to
affect all objects of the same type as o.

Object(o) ∧ linguisticInstanceOf(o, t)

∧affects(ta, t) ⊃ linguisticInstanceOf(a, ta)

∧reactionTo(a, o)

(13)

In the example depicted in Figure 8, it is inferred
that cancelType is a reaction to roadworks r, be-
cause cancelType is known to affect roadworksType,
of which r is an asserted meta::linguisticInstanceOf.
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Figure 9: Action type for overlapping situations.

Secondly, the effects of actions on attributes can
be used to select appropriate actions on the basis of
object attributes within a current situation. Such
effects can be modeled in the ontology in a fine-
grained manner by specifying (i) the types of events
in which an action results, and (ii) how such events
affect a particular type of attribute. For exam-
ple, an OpenEmergencyLane action type increases
throughput (modeled by subclassing the affectsAt-
tribute relationship) of a particular road segment,
and can therefore be selected as an appropriate re-
action to a traffic jam on the same road segment
(again, on the basis of the meta-modeling support).

Finally, actions can be selected based on situ-
ations that adjoin each other, which is indicated
by objects that contribute to multiple situations
(i. e., situations that overlap, which is modeled as a
sub-property of the adjoin OWL object property).
These OWL object properties are inferred using sit-
uation adjoinment rules, as depicted in Figure 9,
and exploited in action selection rules. For a given
situation, the action selection rule shown in Fig-
ure 9 and formalized in (14) queries all actions that
affect any object of any overlapping situation: Ap-
plied to situation s, it returns CancelType, which
actually belongs to the overlapping situation s’ per
a shared TrafficJam instance.

Situation(s) ∧ Situation(s′) ∧Object(o)

∧ adjoins(s, s′) ∧ contains(s′, o)

∧ reactionTo(a, o) ⊃ reactionTo(a, s)

(14)
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5. The Projection Layer

Anticipating future situations and projecting
their implications enables timely decision making,
which is the highest level of situation awareness [8].
This entails the challenges of (i) anticipating the
evolution of situations, and (ii) counteracting situ-
ations with action planning.
Evolution of situations. To anticipate criti-
cal situations, we need mechanisms for represent-
ing and reasoning about the evolution of situa-
tions. This is particularly difficult, since we are
dealing mainly with qualitative information about
objects. Specific problems to be solved, in this re-
spect, are (i) generic projection mechanisms and
(ii) distance measures, such as duration, costs, im-
pact, and likelihood, between neighboring situa-
tions (e. g., how long does a transition from a situ-
ation of type WrongWayDriverFarTrafficJam to one
of type WrongwayDriverCloseTrafficJam take?).
Action planning. Action assessment must take
into account situations that may not have emerged
yet, but are likely to do so in the near future. In this
sense, action planning is the basis for pro-active de-
cision making to positively influence the evolution
of situations. Thus, we must define algorithms that
find appropriate actions for anticipated situations,
as well as actions that help to meet particular goals.

5.1. Related Work

The ontology-driven situation awareness ap-
proaches of related work discussed above do not fo-
cus on projection techniques. We therefore discuss
approaches from the data fusion community, quali-
tative projection in spatio-temporal reasoning, and
recommender systems. Table 4 summarizes related
work on the projection level, w.r.t. our challenges.

Holsopple and Yang introduce the data fusion
system FuSIA [73] for threat assessment of cyber
attacks. Their focus is the impact of plausible fu-
ture situations. For projection, FuSIA combines ob-
served hacker behavior, capability, and intent with
knowledge about opportunity modeled in a virtual
terrain (e. g., a computer network’s topology). In
many domains, such as in road traffic management,
object behavior often cannot be learned from ob-
servations due to the criticality of situations. In
BeAware, therefore, models describe behavior from
an a-priori viewpoint6.

6 Note, that, according to Holsopple, hacker behavior should
ideally be represented with models as well [83].

Table 4: Summary of projection-level-related work
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Situation evolution
Qualitative projection X X X
Distance measures X X
Object characteristics X X X X X
Relation interdependencies X X X X X

Action planning
Actions for anticipated situations X
Planning towards goal situations (X) X X

Action impact projection
Modeling of action effects X X X X
Action effect projection X X
Cost and likelihood of actions X

Projection in road traffic management, to date,
focuses on extrapolating current traffic flow with
quantitative methods [84, 85]. In case that reliable
numerical values are hard to obtain, qualitative ap-
proaches, however, are as already mentioned bet-
ter suited than quantitative ones [3]. Two areas
of major research directions focus on such qualita-
tive projection. First, methods for projecting phys-
ical processes with qualitative differential equations
abstract from numerical simulations [86]. Second,
methods based on conceptual neighborhood be-
tween relations [74, 75]—e. g., modeled in concep-
tual neighborhood graphs (CNGs, [70])—focus on
projection of processes that continuously vary [87].

The central notion of relations on the comprehen-
sion level makes the second area a natural choice for
situation awareness. CNGs are used, for instance,
in qualitative simulations (QSIM [74, 75]), in qual-
itative projection and envisioning (QPE [76, 77]),
for tracking moving objects (QTC [78]), or in agent
control [79]. However, the fact that neither ob-
ject characteristics (e. g., whether the involved ob-
jects are moveable) nor interdependencies between
calculi (e. g., transitions in mereotopology may de-
pend on spatial distance) are considered within such
CNGs leads to inaccurate and rudimentary situa-
tion projections [88].

Existing approaches such as in qualitative simu-
lation [80, 89], try to increase projection quality by
manually constructing domain- and even situation-
specific relation calculi. Such an approach demands
considerable modeling effort from the application
developer: In [80], a constraint-based qualitative
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simulation (CBQS) method is presented, which re-
quires human operators to manually define start-
ing points and constraints on CNG transitions for
simulations more precisely. Dynamic constraints in
reasoning about space, actions, and change (RSAC
[81]) provide similar manual means for describing
valid transitions to determine subsequent simulated
situations. In BeAware, we have the goal to derive
customized CNGs automatically to reduce model-
ing effort while keeping CNGs domain-independent.

Action planning and action impact projection is
a major issue in recommender systems. In partic-
ular, the recommender system SNAP [28] performs
reasoning to recommend a set of actions, which re-
flect the steps to attain a desired goal. Our aim is to
complement such action assessment for current sit-
uations with action planning for possible future sit-
uations. Also, situation calculus-based approaches,
such as [28], assume deterministic action outcomes
to reason about action impacts. As a generic frame-
work, BeAware aims to not force developers into
a single outcome interpretation, but seeks to al-
low also actions entailing non-deterministic effects.
That is, we have to provide extension points in
our ontology modules for defining domain knowl-
edge about action impacts, and develop impact pro-
jection algorithms tackling the projection of possi-
ble outcomes differently based on concepts such as
uncertainty [90] and probabilistic approaches (e. g.,
Probabilistic Situation Calculus [82]).

5.2. Projection Ontology Module

Conceptual neighborhood graphs [70], as intro-
duced above, impose constraints on the existence
of transitions between relations of a calculus, and
hence, on the evolution expressible w.r.t. the calcu-
lus. Two relations are conceptual neighbors “if a
direct transition from one relation to the other can
occur” [70] . Such transitions define in which direc-
tions a current situation—defined by its relations—
may evolve. Conceptual neighborhood is the ba-
sis for projection in BeAware. Figure 10 shows an
excerpt of the core projection module, including a
sample CNG of RCC. The core projection module
is a major extension of our previous work [91] with
respect to the incorporation of object characteris-
tics [88] using meta-modeling concepts.

The CNG of RCC consists of five relations (il-
lustrated by the objects o and o’ according to the
meaning of the relation: e. g., Disrelated is repre-
sented by two circles with a gap) and models the
possible neighborhood in-between. For example, if
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Figure 10: The core projection ontology module.

a relation of type Disrelated exists between o and o’,
an instance of ProperPart cannot hold true unless
an instance of PartiallyOverlapping holds true first.

As already stated above, existing approaches
(e. g., [66]) try to increase quality by manually con-
structing domain- and even situation-specific cal-
culi. In the core projection module, we use our
meta-modeling concepts to annotate conditions on
CNGs concerning (i) objects w.r.t. their character-
istics (meta::hasNecessaryCondition with range ob-
ject type), and (ii) other relation types w.r.t. in-
terdependencies (meta::hasNecessaryCondition with
range relation type). Projection components use
these conditions to automatically customize calculi.

Concerning object characteristics, application
developers can either define the particular kind
of change (meta::hasCharacteristic) supported by a
concrete object type during modeling (and hence,
applicable to all objects of that type as a default be-
havior), or they can define rules that derive them
from the attributes of individual objects (similar to
relation interpretations).

In order to make implicit relation interdependen-
cies explicit, a common model must be built to re-
integrate relation calculi that were originally de-
signed in isolation to abstract from the same aspect
of the world (e. g., time or space) by applying dif-
ferent foci (e. g., topology vs. distance). Means for
building such an integrated model are discussed in
our previous work in terms of a so-called combined
dominance space [92], which is based on Galton’s
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approach [93] to deriving a geometrical represen-
tation of relations. In summary, a combined domi-
nance space models subsumption lattices, as well as
necessary and sufficient conditions for relations and
for transitions. In this paper, we exploit combined
dominance spaces to derive the desired relation in-
terdependencies.

Concerning subsumption lattices, geometrical
containment of relations in a combined dominance
space defines a subsumption hierarchy of relation
types (e. g., as indicated by inheritance between
ProperPart and SmallerThan in Figure 6).

Necessary conditions of relations are defined by
geometrical neighborhood of relations, and must be
specified in more complex form, cf. PartiallyOverlap-
ping in Example 5.

Example 5. PartiallyOverlapping (PO) cannot hold
between two objects o and o’ in any situation s,
when their centers are considered to be either far
(F) or very far (VF) apart, cf. (15).

(∀o, o′ ∈ O, s ∈ S)Holds(φdc(o, o
′), γ1, s)

⊃ ¬Holds(φrcc(o, o
′),PO, s)

where γ1 ∈ {F,VF}
(15)

Even more interestingly, a combined dominance
space models necessary conditions for transitions
between relations too, as described in Example 6.

Example 6. Two objects that are currently disre-
lated (DR) may transition to partially overlapping,
if they are: very close to each others boundary (VC)
and have far apart centers (F), regardless of their
relative size (summarized by a region that borders
PO and spans all size relations [92]).

(∀o, o′ ∈ O, s ∈ S)

Poss(tran(PO, o, o′), s) Holds(φ, γ1, s)

∧ γ1 ∈ {DR} × {VC} × {F} × {<,=, >}
(16)

5.3. Projection Components

The projection subsystem provides components
for reasoning about future developments based on
the results of the comprehension subsystem.
Qualitative situation projection. Qualitative
situation projection can be based on (i) domain
knowledge about specific situations, indicating that
a critical one will emerge, and (ii) knowledge about
possible transitions between relations. For this pur-
pose, BeAware provides two qualitative situation

Figure 11: Situation enables pro-active actions.

projection mechanisms, which utilize the core pro-
jection module introduced above.

The landmark projection mechanism uses ex-
tended situation type definitions to express the be-
ginning and potential ends of situation evolutions
as landmarks, as introduced in [91]. Such kinds
of landmarks are trigger situations, which indicate
that one or more climax situations may emerge.
Landmarks enable domain experts to model critical
situations that are frequently preceded by early in-
dicators [91]. The landmark projection mechanism
exploits such modeled knowledge to provide early
warnings of climax situations, without projecting
evolution paths (i. e., situations between the trig-
ger and the climax situation).

To complement landmark projection with fore-
cast evolution and to derive additional situations
in the neighborhood of trigger situations, the Sit-
uation Prediction Net (SPN) mechanism (see [94]
for details) simulates potential evolution when ini-
tialized with a current situation. For this purpose,
we build upon hierarchical Colored Petri Nets [95]
that are commonly known as appropriate models
for describing the static and dynamic aspects of
a system. SPNs are created from the projection
module of BeAware and encode relation types and
CNGs, object types and their attributes, as well
as necessary and sufficient conditions for relations
and transitions. The firing of transitions in an SPN
generates markings; each marking denotes a pos-
sible future situation, which can be read from the
SPN and injected as individual into the ontology.

Action planning. Instead of dedicated action
planning algorithms, we apply the strategies for ac-
tion assessment to action planning on the basis of
projected situations (making reactions pro-active).

The example in Figure 11 shows a current situa-
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tion s of situation type S representing an accident a
in a tunnel t causing a traffic jam j. Since the traf-
fic jam and the planned road works r coincide with
a football game f, another situation s’ of situation
type S’ at time t1 is likely to occur in the real world.
Note that both, s as a current situation and s’ as a
projected situation are instantiated by the situation
assessment and the situation projection algorithm,
respectively, at time t0, even though the real world
occurrence of s’ lies in the future. As a result, at
t0 the operator can be provided not only with an
instance of the OpenEmergencyLane action type (an
appropriate reaction to s), but also with an instance
of CancelRoadWorks appropriate for the roadworks
object contained in s’. Canceling road works be-
fore s’ actually occurs in the real world could pro-
actively prevent the traffic jam from worsening.

6. Implementation

This section introduces the technical architec-
ture of BeAware and its implementation and con-
figuration aspects. We describe two alternative
implementations: one generic semantic-web-based
implementation and a domain-specific, relational-
database-backed implementation. The prototypical
implementation on the basis of semantic web tech-
nology allows for exploiting the extension mecha-
nisms described in this paper at the expense of run-
time performance, see Section 7. The relational-
database-backed implementation, in contrast, fo-
cuses on performance by a domain-specific imple-
mentation of our concepts.

6.1. Semantic-Web-Based Implementation

Architecture. BeAware follows a pipes-and-filters
architectural style [10, 96], which is especially suit-
able in a data streaming environment. Such an
architectural style promotes incremental data pro-
cessing and enables distribution and parallelization
of components, while it defines a uniform com-
ponent interface with arbitrary component order
(e. g., if necessary, one can use multiple situation
assessors, each focusing on one type of situations).
Implementation platform. The core and do-
main ontology modules were defined using the on-
tology editor Protégé7. The RDF triple store Alle-
groGraph8 was employed as an ontology repository,
due to its capability of integrating distributed triple

7 protege.stanford.edu 8 agraph.franz.com
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Figure 12: Java and AllegroGraph Lisp integration.

stores in a virtual, federated store, as well as its in-
tegrated, optimized RDFS, rule, and temporal rea-
soning capabilities. AllegroGraph can be accessed
from Java via the Jena Semantic Web Framework9.
In-server rule reasoning is supported via a combined
Prolog and Lisp environment. Consequently, com-
ponent implementations aim to exploit the advan-
tages of both worlds, Prolog/Lisp and Java. On
the one hand, communication overhead is reduced
by in-server execution of native Lisp and Prolog
code; on the other hand, developers using BeAware
benefit from Java’s capabilities in terms of configu-
ration, automated testing, and integration with off-
the-shelf frameworks. Therefore, as depicted in Fig-
ure 12, each component is split into the actual Lisp
and Prolog implementation on the server side and
a corresponding Java interface on the client side.

To reduce the effort that developers must put into
using BeAware, we abstracted from the functional-
ity provided by AllegroGraph and rely on Java’s dy-
namic proxies to provide access to server-side Lisp
object instances. For this purpose, we use Java’s
capabilities of creating dynamic proxies from in-
terface specifications. Such a dynamic Proxy dele-
gates method calls and marshalled parameter values
to the server, where a dispatcher unmarshalles the
supplied information to handle method invocations
within Lisp. One of the advantages of this approach
is that complex server-side components can be con-
figured using Java component technology.

The situation projection component is built using
the CPN Tools10, which supports Java access [97].
Details on projection can be found in [94].

In order to study the performance gains achiev-

9 jena.sourceforge.net
10 wiki.daimi.au.dk/cpntools/
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able by abandoning the generic approach, we intro-
duced domain-specific clustering techniques in sit-
uation types. These clustering techniques reduce
the number of objects prior to deriving pairwise re-
lations, for instance, by creating clusters of objects
being on the same road. Furthermore, we introduce
a domain-specific implementation backed by a rela-
tional database and a rule engine that is closely cou-
pled to an unmodifiable data model to compare the
semantic-web-based implementation to traditional
relational database techniques.

6.2. Relational-DB-Backed Implementation

Components in the relational-DB-backed proto-
type are implemented using a single technology, not
split across multiple platforms, and optimized to
the data model and data distribution of individuals
per class of a domain.
Architecture. In contrast to the pipes-and-filters
architectural style applied in the generic solution,
the domain-specific implementation exchanges data
purely via the knowledge base. This reduces com-
munication between filters, which turned out to be
a costly operation. Every component is run by a
scheduler at a dedicated processing interval (e. g.,
adapters can adjust their import frequency to the
underlying data source). When highly critical in-
coming messages require instant assessment (e. g., a
wrong-way driver), an additional event notification
mechanism triggers components explicitly.
Implementation platform. The domain-specific
components are implemented using Java, Spring11

for configuration purposes, Quartz12 as task sched-
uler, Hibernate13 to access the underlying knowl-
edge base stored in a PostgreSQL14 database with
PostGIS15 extension for spatial information, and
JBoss Drools16 as rule engine.
Implementation details. The data layer en-
capsulates the domain model. Unlike the generic,
ontology-based implementation, the domain-
specific implementation requires a complete model
of the domain (i. e., all object, relation and situation
types including their attributes) before the launch
of the system. It is thus only allowed in a restricted
manner to add novel situation types at runtime, as
these are closely coupled to the employed database
schema. Together, DB and GIS permanently store

11 www.springsource.org 12 quartz-scheduler.org
13 www.hibernate.org 14 www.postgresql.org
15 postgis.refractions.net 16 www.jboss.org/drools

a complete history of the observed objects and
inferred situations. The database schema, together
with the Hibernate mappings, have to include the
core classes as well as the domain-specific classes.
As a result, adapters are not only statically linked
to a data source, but also to the combined core
and domain-dependent data model.

The situation assessor uses JBoss Drools as a
rule engine, which allows us to define situation
types as rules in a similar fashion to the semantic-
web-based prototype. These situation types use
the domain-dependent Hibernate mappings and are
tightly coupled to the domain in terms of knowl-
edge of the actual number of individuals per class:
the order of clauses is optimized to reduce the state
space early in the assessment process (i. e., rare ob-
ject types are put upfront).

7. Performance Evaluation

To demonstrate the applicability of BeAware,
we collaborated with our project partner Heusch-
Boesefeldt GmbH17, who provide a commercial
platform for road traffic management systems (Geo-
Dyn2). GeoDyn2 is used, for instance, by the Aus-
trian highways agency (ASFINAG). This platform
already provides adaptors for various information
sources that are re-used to continuously update
the road traffic domain ontology modules and the
database of BeAware. We use these adaptors to
evaluate BeAware on real-world data: based on the
objects perceived we evaluate the runtime perfor-
mance of situation comprehension components that
are part of the comprehension layer. We are not fo-
cusing on the correctness of the implementation of
the components (there exists a plethora of meth-
ods in the software engineering community to es-
tablish confidence about program correctness, such
as unit testing and program verification) and not
focusing on the correctness of the situation types
themselves, since those are not part of the frame-
work but provided by the configuration. Figure 13
shows a screenshot of the user interface with real-
world traffic objects and derived traffic situations.

7.1. Real-world and Sampled Test Data

The evaluation is based on real-world traffic data
recorded for Austrian highways over a period of four
weeks (specifically May 25th, 2012 to June 25th,

17 www.heuboe.de
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(a) Inferred critical situations in red, sensed information (i. e., all other traffic-
related objects) depicted by icons.

(b) Expanded situation shows consti-
tuting objects.

Figure 13: Screenshots of objects and situations in real-world traffic data of Austrian highways.

2012). The data set contains traffic information
about (i) scheduled roadworks, (ii) automatically
detected traffic jams, (iii) traffic-related incidents,
(iv) weather conditions, and (v) manual traffic re-
ports from a nation-wide broadcasting station. The
number of individuals per class at a representative
time point is summarized for the most important
classes of our situation types in Figure 14a. The
dominant objects are traffic jams, long term road-
works (duration of days to months), closed roads
(closure), and bad weather conditions. Less of-
ten, we observe obstructions, accidents, short term
works (e. g., street cleaning, duration of hours), con-
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Figure 14: Evaluation data sets.

traflow, or other traffic incidents of unknown type.
Only a rather small number of objects are present

simultaneously in the real-world data set (about
270 on average). Thus, for evaluating the scalabil-
ity of our implementations to larger environments
w.r.t. the number of simultaneously handled ob-
jects, we sample a data set with 30 times the si-
multaneous objects from real-world data. In the
sampled data set we want to largely preserve the
traffic characteristics and composition of the real-
world data set, which vary over the time of day
[98]. Thus, we aggregate a month of recorded real-
world data by shifting each day’s active traffic ob-
jects (4:30pm) to June 6th, 2012 (4:30pm). As a
result, the number of simultaneous traffic objects
on June 6th, 2012 (4:30pm) was increased from 290
traffic objects in the real-world data set to 8667 in
the sampled data set. This sampling introduces ar-
tificial duplicates (e. g., objects that span several
days are duplicated for each day of their lifespan),
which slightly changes data distribution (irrelevant
for scalability). Figure 14b shows the distribution
of objects per class in the sampled data set; it re-
sembles the real-world distribution with the excep-
tion of boosting the number of long term roadworks.

7.2. Situation Types

For the evaluation in this paper, we configured
situation assessment with seven critical situation
types based on those modeled with domain experts
from ASFINAG [72]. Table 5 summarizes these sit-
uation types and their definitions together with an
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Table 5: Situation types (based on [72]) and their occurrences in the real-world data set.

Relation pattern

Description Situation Type Definition objs 1st 2nd spat temp full

S0 Bad driving conditions near
or within traffic jam

WeatherMessage(wm) ∧ StationaryTraffic(st) ∧
(VeryClose(wm, st) ∨ Intersects(wm, st))1

3456 25 25 25 − 25

S1 Operator action entails traf-
fic jam

OperatorAction(a) ∧ StationaryTraffic(st) ∧
VeryClose(a, st) ∧ StartedBefore(a, st)2

13056 46 43 46 12685 43

S2 Poor driving conditions cause
an accident

GeneralAccident(ga) ∧WeatherMessage(wm) ∧
Intersects(wm, ga)1 ∧ StartedBefore(wm, ga)2

36 0 0 0 0 0

S3 Two traffic jams potentially
merge

StationaryTraffic(st1) ∧ StationaryTraffic(st2) ∧
VeryClose(st1, st2) ∧ RCC8Disconnected(st1, st2)

338 106 30 30 − 30

S4 A wrong-way driver heads to-
wards roadworks

VehicleOnWrongCarriageway(w) ∧ Roadworks(r) ∧
(Commensurate(w, r) ∨ Close(w, r) ∨ VeryClose(w, r))

0 0 0 0 − 0

S5 Accident causes a traffic jam GeneralAccident(ga) ∧ StationaryTraffic(st) ∧
StartedBefore(ga, st)2 ∧ VeryClose(ga, st)

6 4 2 3 4 2

S6 Accident in area of roadworks GeneralAccident(ga)∧Roadworks(r)∧ Intersects(ga, r)1 85 0 − 0 − 0

1 Intersects(x, y) := ¬RCC8Disconnected(x, y)
2 StartedBefore(x, y) := (AllenOverlaps(x, y) ∨ AllenMeets(x, y) ∨ AllenStarts(x, y) ∨ AllenEquals(x, y) ∨ AllenContains(x, y))

informal description, and shows the number of as-
sessed situations in the real-world data set (column
full). In this section, we take a closer look on the
constituents of a situation type and their effect in
reducing matched objects: (i) The objs column lists
the number of matched object pairs (first two con-
juncts of the situation type definition). (ii) The
column 1st relation pattern intersects the matched
object pairs with those objects satisfying the third
conjunct (i. e., the first relation clause). (iii) The
column 2nd relation pattern further restricts with
the fourth conjunct (if any), whereas (iv) spat and
temp consider only spatial or temporal clauses.

By following a top-down [99] design approach for
situation types, irrespective from the underlying
data sources, an ideal situation awareness applica-
tion as envisioned by domain experts was defined.
An important lesson concerning the challenges of
modeling situation types was learned: when mod-
eling situation types top-down one is not especially
aware of the available data sources; thus, the speci-
ficity of created situation types is hard to judge. For
example, situation type S3 matches rather often,
which means that it is not particularly successful
in reducing information overload. S1 applies rather
seldom w.r.t. the number one would expect from
the object distribution, which indicates that the sit-
uation type is too focused. Thus, initial situation
types need to be refined in an iterative manner as
knowledge about the underlying data is gained.

Nevertheless, a significant information reduction
can be achieved using the situation types in Table 5.
Since the objects referenced in S0 and S1 appear

very frequently in the data set, situation types help
to identify the “interesting” occurrences. S2 and
S6 never apply, although the corresponding objects
exist in the system, because they do not interfere
in the required spatial and temporal fashion. Con-
cerning S2, 32 of the object pairs in question are
very far from each other and four are of commen-
surate distance and thus not even remotely inter-
esting. Similarly for S6: 78 of the object pairs in
question are very far, one is far, four are of com-
mensurate distance, and two are close. However,
the two object pairs of close distance are not too
far off an interesting situation, and could be con-
sidered for revising situation types.

In the next sections we focus on the runtime rea-
soning performance of our implementations.

7.3. Runtime Reasoning Performance

The tests were run on the sampled test data intro-
duced above on an Intel Core i7-2620 M platform
running at 2.7 GHz and utilizing 6 GB RAM. We
measured the runtime for each situation type in iso-
lation and for all situation types together, both on
object sets of increasing volume. The performance
of the relational-DB-backed rule engine turned out
to be highly sensitive to the Java garbage collec-
tion process. Therefore, we took the median of five
repetitions to reject corrupted results (except for
the measurement of all situations, where we only
considered three repetitions due to memory limita-
tions). The results are summarized in Figure 15
and discussed in the paragraphs below.
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Figure 15: Scalability comparison

Semantic-Web-Based Performance We com-
plement our previous evaluation [10, 72] of the ef-
fectiveness of exploiting spatio-temporal knowledge
encoded in the ontology on relation disjointness,
equivalency, subsumption, symmetry, inverseness,
and composition. Although the previous results
showed that such knowledge reduces the number
of pairwise object comparisons and suffices to scale
BeAware to systems of the size of Austrian high-
ways, the performance gains are still unsatisfac-
tory when considering larger systems. Therefore,
we measure performance with clustering objects
prior to situation assessment. As introduced above,
this clustering uses knowledge encoded in relation
type definitions to still derive the same situations
as without clustering. Specifically, we cluster ob-
jects by the highway section they are on, since none
of the introduced situation types S0–S6 uses spa-
tial conjuncts that span multiple highway sections.
Figure 15 shows the performance results with clus-
tering, which outperform our previous results [10].
The missing results for higher numbers of messages
(i. e., S0, S1, S3, S6, all) are due to server timeout.

Relational-DB-Backed Performance We eval-
uate the scalability of the domain-specific situation
assessor w.r.t. the number of simultaneously as-
sessed objects. In summary, the runtime increases
quadratically in the number of objects, which is not

surprising given that the inner loop of situation as-
sessment is pairwise object comparison. On close
inspection of the performance of situation types as-
sessed in isolation, it becomes evident that the per-
formance of simultaneously assessing all situation
types is completely dominated by a single situation
type, notably S1. The reason for this can be in-
ferred from the definition of the situation type as
stated in Table 5, and the distribution of objects as
depicted in Figure 14b: since traffic jams and road-
works occur frequently in the domain data set, the
rule results in a large number of pairwise object
comparisons. Contrary, other situation types in-
volving one or more rarely occurring objects (e. g.,
wrong-way drivers) can be optimized by placing the
rarest object type in the first clause, as already
stated above. The main difference to the seman-
tic web implementation is that the domain-specific
implementation prunes large portions of the search
space early in the rule evaluation, and thus manages
to handle much larger object sets. This requires a
basic knowledge of the underlying data distribution
prior to expressing the rules.

8. Conclusion

In this section, we discuss several lessons learned
from applying BeAware in the course of a collab-
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orative traffic situation awareness application, and
summarize our contributions.

8.1. Lessons Learned

Performance gains through domain-specific
implementation. Situation assessment, which is
quadratic in the number of objects due to pairwise
object comparisons, is a rather expensive operation.
A thorough data analysis and carefully crafted rules
that prune the search space early in the assessment
are key for handling large data sets.
Proper duplicate detection vital for integra-
tion of automated and manual data sources.
The real-world traffic information indicates that du-
plicate detection is important to consolidate auto-
mated data sources (e. g., traffic jam detectors) with
manually entered data (in our case, e. g., provided
by a radio station). The most important aspects are
(i) to detect duplicates in space-anchored objects
evolving over time, (ii) to improve the performance
of our preliminary duplicate detection components
such that detection on data streams is fully sup-
ported, and (iii) to use context information—such
as object characteristics that is already present in
the projection of future situations—also for dupli-
cate detection purposes. Handling all three points
is crucial for operating on data streams: a typical
technique on data streams is to reduce the amount
of data by using a sliding window. Also, a sliding
window allows re-use of previous duplicate detec-
tion results to improve performance [100]. Another
option is to use object characteristics (e. g., typi-
cal duration of traffic jams) to dynamically adjust
the size of the sliding window per object type [101],
which is especially useful in presence of long-living
objects as in road traffic management. For exam-
ple, it is not uncommon that information about ex-
tensive road works (which may last several weeks)
must be compared with incoming messages about
the same road works from drivers during the whole
duration of the road works.
Projection of and reasoning about action im-
pacts. Projection of action impacts should make
an operator aware of the effects of actions that are
possible or should be taken pro-actively in the cur-
rent situation. Although the execution of actions
is non-deterministic in many domains (as the in-
tended effect on the environment cannot always be
achieved), projecting possible outcomes can pro-
vide a valuable approximation of the consequences.
Thus, modeling concepts to define the (likely) ef-
fects of actions on the fine-grained level of at-

tributes (e. g., the costs of a particular action) is
highly desired. Furthermore, algorithms are needed
to enumerate the states of affairs that result thereof.

Another cornerstone for action awareness is bet-
ter modeling support for capturing the goals of
human operators. Interesting work can be found
in research on autonomous agents in terms of the
beliefs-desires-intention (BDI) model [102]. In our
model, the complete knowledge base (A-boxes of
perception, comprehension, and projection ontolo-
gies) models the beliefs about the current and pos-
sible future states of the world, which should be
enhanced with additional meta information (e. g.,
criticality of situations, confidence about a situa-
tion, data fusion and projection quality). For ex-
ample, a human operator could then express goals
as desires (e. g., find an action that could reduce
traffic congestion); the action planner finds plans to
satisfy these desires, and when the human operator
chooses one of the plans it becomes an intention.
Multimodal traffic. As a current focus in the re-
search project CSI, multiple control centers of dif-
ferent traffic authorities are integrated on the basis
of BeAware, and situations being relevant to those
authorities are shared and collaboratively resolved.
Ontology development process. BeAware does
not propose a development process itself, since
there exist several ontology development processes
(e. g., [103, 104, 105]). Recently, platforms to col-
laboratively develop ontologies and to systemati-
cally include user feedback emerged (e. g., [106]).
An important distinction to make is which concepts
should be shared by many applications (i. e., be
considered domain-independent), and which ones
should be handled on a per-application-basis; like-
wise, we want to avoid confusion between concepts
and individuals, or between object-level and meta-
level concepts [107]. Some orientation with respect
to these distinctions is given by ontology design pat-
terns [108], or in ontology design guidelines (e. g.,
[109]). Another interesting direction is concerned
with validation of ontologies with respect to some
meta-properties (e. g., OntoClean [110]).
Modeling tools. Modeling tools are desirable to
support domain experts in the initial modeling and
also the maintenance of a situation awareness ap-
plication, such as evolution of its situation types.
A first step in this direction is a method to create
modeling tools from ontologies [111]. For example,
the characteristics of relation types in the ontol-
ogy of BeAware could be used to highlight incon-
sistencies in situation types, for example between
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the relation types Equals of RCC and VeryFar in
one situation type, since those relation types are in
fact disjoint.

In a recent survey [112], we studied how current
SAW systems support maintaining situation aware-
ness. From a systemic point of view, SAW systems
development processes and tools should manage (i)
the evolution of the observed environment, (ii) the
evolution of the SAW system, and (iii) the evolving
needs of the operators interacting with the system.
Provably safe traffic actions. Another in-
teresting direction in traffic management con-
cerns automation of traffic control actions, and
next-generation traffic control systems with exten-
sive vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure
communication, possibly even with autonomous
control actions. Such technology, however, would
not be particularly useful if it led to incorrect con-
trol decisions, possibly even endangering safety on
the road. One particularly interesting challenge,
thus, is the question of how to ensure correct func-
tioning and reliability of actions. For this, modeling
and formal verification techniques are of paramount
importance. As a first step in this direction, we for-
mally verified the interaction between traffic centers
and autonomous vehicles [113, 114], and developed
a modeling tool for hybrid systems [115].

8.2. Summary

To date, operators of large-scale control centers,
as encountered in road traffic management, have
minimal support for situation awareness. The main
problems are: failure to comprehend critical situa-
tions in information from multiple data sources, the
risk of initiating incorrect actions, and, finally, the
inability to project possible futures.

With BeAware, we propose a software frame-
work for developers of situation awareness appli-
cations. We described the BeAware prototype that
currently implements situation assessment, action
assessment, and situation projection. We evaluated
its performance on real-world data and gained sev-
eral lessons learned from applying BeAware in the
domain of road traffic management.
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